YEAR 11 AND YEAR 12
PARENT/TEACHER MEETING
Students have been issued with a letter and booking sheet for these meetings to be held next Tuesday 27 August, from 4pm to 6.30pm. Please make sure your child/ward see their teachers to book an appropriate time. Please note that it is the responsibility of the student to make these bookings.

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT DAYS, TERM 4 2013
The staff at Narooma High School are working towards an across-school writing program which will assist all students in their ability to identify and respond to questions at different levels. This is a program which is called 'A Learning and Responding Matrix'. To facilitate its introduction, we are planning on moving one of the School Development Days from Thursday 19 December to beginning of Term 4, Tuesday 8 October. This means students will not be required to attend school on Tuesday 8 October but they will be required to attend school up until, and including, Thursday 19 December 2013.

Please note that an earlier mail out to all parents omitted to show Monday 7 October as a public holiday therefore requiring the School Development Day to be held on Tuesday 8 October.

CONOCOPHILLIPS SCIENCE EXPERIENCE 2013-2014
The ConocoPhillips Science Experience program is essentially 3/4 day of hands-on science, conducted across thirty-five universities and tertiary campuses Australia wide and is open to all current Year 9 and 10 students in 2013.
The programs include hands on activities in laboratories and short interactive lectures with many programs visiting a local scientific site. All programs provide information on future study and possible careers. Participants also have the opportunity to meet with current university students.
For more information see Mrs Glyde from the Science department.

**BRONZE**

*Year 8* Brooke Allison, Tahlia Arnold, Blake Austin-Tock, Tailem Brown, Harrison Bunney, Blake Cavanagh, Jamie Dunk, Sam Foster, Aidan Halliday, Tyler Halloran, William Hodge, Mathew Homan, Josh Hunt x2, Elizabeth Kamevaar, Johnathon Kenyon, Harley Ladmore, Brock Lazzaro, R J Mumbulla, Veronica Parsons, James Read, Rai Reed, Josh Saly, Sarah Schaefer, Abby Stokes, Ryan Sweeney, Kellie Watt, Teig Wilton, Oscar Zidelums.


*Year 10* Brock Bismire, Rhyleigh Callaghan, Emma Croser, Katelin Donovan, Bec Henry, Madeline Homan, Nicole Negus, Stephanie Read.

*Year 11* Daniel Alderton, Courtney Binder, Madelyne Czubara, Matt Westrip.

*Year 12* Aidan Gauci, Jaymin Lobo, Jessica Reid, Annie Tyler, Nick Yapp.

**SILVER**
*Year 7* Ammon Beard, Eden Brennan, Ebony Bromage, Michelle Lee, Chantelle Meijer, Zayla Phillips.

*Year 8* Harrison Bunney, Blake Cavanagh, Aidan Halliday, Elizabeth Kamevaar, James Read, Rai Reed, Josh Saly, Abby Stokes, Ryan Sweeney, Oscar Zidelums.

*Year 9* Riana Foster, Raquel Lagana, Jimi Pearson, Skye Threlfall.

*Year 10* Jaymin Lobo, Jessica Reid, Annie Tyler, Niamh Armstrong, Kody Buckley, Mikaela Donovan, Kiara Ferguson, Riana Foster, Casey Hardefeldt, Isabella Holdsworth, Molly Jones, Raquel Lagana, Hayden Lang, Cree Marjane-Jones, Maddy McCauley, Finn McGrory-Ramsey, Kayla Middlemiess, Jake Morris, Ninnun Parsons, Jimi Pearson, Brigritte Ryan, Clifford Taylor, Skye Threlfall, Ashley Walpole, Annabelle Wharfe, Billie Wilton.

*Year 11* Daniel Alderton.

*Year 12* Aidan Gauci, Jaymin Lobo, Jessica Reid, Annie Tyler.

**GOLD**
*Year 8* Harrison Bunney, Blake Cavanagh, Jai Reed, Abby Stokes, Ryan Sweeney, Oscar Zidelums.

*Year 9* Riana Foster, Raquel Lagana, Jimi Pearson, Skye Threlfall.

UPCOMING EVENTS

**Tuesday 27 August ~ Yrs 11 & 12 Parent Teacher Meetings**

**Friday 6 September ~ Formal Assembly**

**Monday 9 September ~ Year 11 exams start**

**Monday 16 September ~ P&C Meeting**

**Thursday 19 September ~ Year 12 last day**